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The global multiparameter bifurcation result of Alexander and Antman (Arch. 
Rational Mech. Anal. 76 (1981), 339-354) is extended to the situation where bifur- 
cation occurs in the presence of nonlinear constraints. 0 1984 Academic Press Inc. 
Antman and the author have established a multidimensional global bifur- 
cation result motivated by nonlinear eigenvalue problems (Alexander & 
Antman [ 11). The purpose of this paper is to extend the result to the 
situation where bifurcation occurs subject to nonlinear constraints. The result 
is motivated by particular applications and we discuss one example from 
mechanics. 
For the functional analysis, we follow the framework of Alexander and 
Antman [ 11. Let .X be a Banach space with variable u. Let Rnt k be a 
parameter space with variable A. There are two continuous nonlinear 
operators defined on an open subset G3 of ,227 X Rkfn. One is a compact 
operator f: 2? x Rkt * + S and the other a constraint operator 
h:S”xRk+“~Rk. We assume f(0, A) = 0. The operator f has degree 
theoretic properties which guarantee global bifurcation of its set of fixed 
points in an (n + k)-dimensional sheet. More technically, the set of fixed 
points carries a certain (n + k)-dimensional Cech cohomology class. 
We are interested in the set of fixed points (u, A) which obey the 
constraints h(u, A) = 0. This subset “should” have codimension k in the 
(n + k)-dimensional fixed point set. Our conclusion is that under appropriate 
natural assumptions, the set of fixed points off which are also zeroes of h 
carries an n-dimensional Cech cohomology class. All other global 
topological and analytic results follow from that fact. 
If h is linear, we are considering bifurcation in a codimension k linear 
subspace of X x R k + n and no new argument is needed. In general we are 
considering bifurcation in the nonlinear subspace defined by h. 
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Discussions with Reeken during his research [7] on the states of rotating 
strings pointed out the utility of present result. In that instance, 
X = gi x R2, where %Yi is the space of GY1 complex-valued functions of a 
real variable, n = 5 and k = 1. The function in g: describes the tensile force 
on the string and u = 0 corresponds to an asymptotic state with infinite 
tensile force. Some of the differentiability available in the nonasymptotic 
situation is lost. 
There are two operators 9, : X x R6 -+ X of the form Z --f forf compact, 
and%:%xR%R’. The operators .!?i, & are integral operators derived 
from the equations of state. The variables and parameters of R ‘, R6 include 
the rotation rate, the positions of the ends of the string, and constants of 
integration. The operators 9, ,& have qualitatively different behaviors at 
u = 0 and it is convenient to analyze them separately. The operator p1 has a 
continuous Frechet derivative for u = 0 and bifurcation analysis is done in 
the usual way by studying its derivative. However the operator G’@, is not 
differentiable. For u = 0 though it is affine and some explicit ad hoc analysis 
can be done to reduce it to an application of the results of Alexander and 
Antman [l] to a product operator X x R”+’ + .%‘ x R ‘. The bifurcation 
result is that there are 5-dimensional bifurcation sheets of states of the 
rotating string. 
As another example, some workers have found it convenient to describe 
features of the structure of multidimensional bifurcations by imposing 
various artificial constraints, often so as to reduce the number of free 
parameters to one. 
The results of this paper is tailored for situations where some of the 
operators do not have enough differentiability in the s component to permit 
computation of indices from nullities of linear operators. If all operators 
have continuous first derivatives in all directions, a straightforward reduction 
to the framework of Alexander and Antman [l] suffices. Even so, it may be 
easier to work with the conceptual framework of constrained bifurcation. 
We turn to the functional analysis. First we set notation. We have already 
defined 22?, g,f, h, Rkin. Let Comp 3? denote the complement of G2. Let 
.~~e={(u,~)E~c~~R~+“: u =f(u, A), h(u, A) = 0) U Comp 9 
S%t, = {(u, A) E PM: 24 = 0} U Comp G2. 
Foranyy/.XXR ktn, let %/ + denote g with a point at metric infinity 
attached. Let Dk denote a k-dimensional disk with boundary Sk-’ and let G? 
denote a curve in Rk+n with boundary %? = {&,A,}. For A E Rk’n let 
f1 : s-+X denote f*(u) =f(u, 2). Also let h, : Rkt” + Rk denote h,(l) = 
V, 1). 
Recall that the index of Z - fA at u = 0, denoted ind(Z -fA) is defined if 
u = 0 is an isolated fixed point off* and is the Leray-Schauder degree of fA 
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over a small neighborhood of u = 0. If h,(J.) is not zero for A on a (k - 1) 
dimensional sphere cipkW1, then deg(h, 1 Y”-‘) is the topological (Brouwer) 
degree of h, 1 Yk-i --t Rk\ (0). Finally recall that a space $7 is said to have 
dimension <n if every open covering has a refinement such that no point is 
covered by more than II $ 1 elements of the refinement. The space $? is said 
to have dimension <n at y if every neighborhood of y has dimension <n. 
This is equivalent to the statement that for all closed sets Xc $? not 
containing y, the Cech cohomology groups &@,X) = 0 for I > n. 
THEOREM. Suppose there is a dt@erentiably embedded cylinder 
97 x Dk c Rktn such that 
(i) u = 0 is an isolated fixed point of fA for 1 E %? x gk and that 
ind(l -fA,,) # ind(1 -&), 
(ii) h,(A) # Ofor A E ‘G? x Ykel so that deg(h, 1 c x Pk-‘) is defined 
independently of c E @ and that 
deg (h, 1 c x YkW1) # 0. 
Then there exists a continuous map 
and a closed connected subset $2 c Pot@& = j2 n Yet,) of dimension >n 
at every point (u, ,I) E $!‘\j& such that the induced homomorphism 
is not zero. Moreover. 
is homotopic to a trivial map. 
The result is stated in the more-or-less usual topological form of such 
global results. It is also usual to state “user friendly” analytic conditions that 
imply the topological hypotheses. 
In order to guarantee bifurcation of the fixed points off, it is necessary to 
have some control over f in the 237 directions. However, it is necessary to 
have control over h only in the Rk+” directions. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose there is a point 1 with (0,x) E C2. Suppose in a 
neighborhood of 1 E R k+n that fA has a Frechet derivative DfA and h, has 
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derivative Dh, both of which depend continuously on A. Suppose there is a 
diflerentiable curve ?Y containing 2 in its interior such that 
(a) h,(A) = Ofor 1 E fF’, 
(b) Dh,:Rk+” -+ Rk has full rank for A E @‘, 
and such that I - Dfn is nonsingular for 2 E 527, except for A = 1, where it 
has odd multiplicity. Then the hypothesis (i), (ii) of the theorem are satisfied. 
Odd multiplicity along Q is in the sense of say [6 or 81. It includes the usual 
case of a simple transverse eigenvalue, see [4]. 
Proof of the Proposition. I - DfA is nonsingular near A = Lo, A,. Hence 
u = 0 is an isolated zero of (I - f*i), and 
ind(1 - fn,) = ind(1 - DfAJ, i=O, 1. 
The odd multiplicity implies 
ind(1 - OfA,) # ind(l- OfA,). 
Conditions (a), (b), the implicit function theorem, and the tubular 
neighborhood theorem 151 imply that there is an embedding 
Dk x G? X D”-’ + Rk+” such that the diagram 
Dk x %Y x D”-’ T---r Rkin 
Tz 
I I 
ho 
05 c_) Rk 
commutes, where 0: is the disk of radius E in Rk and rc is the scaled 
projection to the first factor. The set Dk X SF x (0) is the cylinder of the 
theorem. 
Proof of the Theorem. By the tubular neighborhood theorem, the 
embedding ‘Z X Dk -+ Rk+* can be extended to an embedding D”-’ x 
GY x Dk + R k+n which is thus a diffeomorphism to the closure of an open set 
in Rk’“. We can thus use the coordinates of IF’, Dk as local coordinates in 
Rkf”. Let x ,,..., xn-,, 1x1 < 1 be coordinates for D*-‘, y, 0 <y < 1, a coor- 
dinate for F’, and yr,..., y,, 1 y ( < 1, coordinates for Dk. 
We first construct e. By compactness and continuity there exists 6 > 0, 
E > 0 such that 
(i) there are no fixed points (u, x, y, y) off for 
0 ‘c II u II < 4s, /xl < 4 Y=O, 1, IYIG 1; 
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(ii) there are no zeroes (u, x, 7,~) of h for 
By resealing, we can suppose 6 = 1. 
Consider the “box” 
A?= {(U,X,y,Y):E~I1UII~3E,IX/~ LOGY< LIYIG 11. 
Let e,:9+ [-E,E] xD"-' b e t h e projection onto the side of the box: 
e,@, 4 Y, Y) = (II 24 II- 2~ x). 
Note that I-E, E] X D”-’ is homeomorphic to a disk D” with boundary 
S”-‘. Let S” = Da/S”-’ with s,, to collapsed S”-‘. The map e, extends 
continuously to 
E: (217 x Rn+k)+ \{ ~,~,Y,Y:~~llull~3~,Y=~,~} 
by mapping the exterior of 9 to the collapsed point s,,. The map e of the 
theorem from ci”ir or $Y + is the restriction of E to PM ’ or $! ‘. 
The cohomological argument parallels very closely the argument of [ l]. 
First the claim is established that e induces a nonzero homomorphism 
e*:Ei”(S”,s,)~Ej”(~~e+, {CO}) 
[ 1, Lemma 2.151. This is first established for finite-dimensional 3;‘. In this 
case, duality is invoked to translate the homomorphism into one in 
homology rather than cohomology. The claim for infinite-dimensional Z is 
proved by approximating the compact f by operators with finite-dimensional 
range and using the limit properties of Cech cohomology. 
Indeed, once the claim above is established for finite-dimensional 5, the 
argument is virtually word for word the same as in [ 1 ] and, in particular, 
does not depend on the fact that the solution set is defined by two operators 
f, h. Accordingly, we detail only the proof of the claim for finite-dimensional 
X. Thus assume X x Rm. Then 
(,s x Rk+n)+ = (Rm x Rk+“)+ = y+k+n* 
Let Z be the closed annulus of inner radius E and outer radius 3~ centered at 
0 on %. Let _Z denote C X ‘Z X Dk and 2 its partial boundary 
(Z X @ X Dk) U (C X G? X Sk-‘). Recall D” = [--E, E] X D”-‘. Let 
[: (D”, s-1) + (,y+k+n\A, y+k+n\z) 
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denote the inclusion 
i(a, x, ,..., X”- 1) = (w 5 73 Y) 
with 
u = (2.5 + a) qJ for some fixed u,, E X, 1 u,, I= 1, 
x = (x, ,..*, x,-J, y=$, y=o. 
Let j denote the inclusion 
j: (3w’, {co})-+ (Sm+k+n\& sm+ktn\q 
and also the dual inclusion 
j: (Z,2) --t (Sm+ktn\{ co}, Sm+k+n\L%t+). 
Clearly e = Ej, where e and E are as defined earlier. Accordingly we have 
the following commutative diagram in cohomology and homology 
P(S”, so) “-fp(S m+k+n\j,Sm+k+n\s &&y”e+, {mo)) 
-*I v I= I 
z 
ri”(D”, F-‘) Hm+k(%, -2) A Hm+k(Sm+k+n\ {co}, sm+k+n\9ir&+) 
The unlabelled vertical isomorphisms are duality isomorphisms. The map c 
is the collapse of S”-’ c D” to the point s,. The three homomorphisms c*, 
E*, i* are isomorphisms. The claim is that the top line in cohomology is not 
trivial. Accordingly we must show the homomorphism j, is not trivial in 
homology. 
To this end we embed j, in another commutative diagram of homology 
groups. We must first modify 
(Z-f, h): 3,-s -+ Rmtk, Rmtk\{O} 
by a homotopy. For 0 < t < 1, let 
(1 -f, h),@, x, Y, Y> = (z, 3 4 E R” x Rk, 
where 
Zl = (u -f(k x3 Y, tv)>, 
z2 = h(tu, tx, ty, y). 
The map (I -f, h), is continuous in (u, x, y, y, t) because f, h are uniformly 
continuous on the compact 8. For t = 1, (Z-f, h), is the original (Z-f. h). 
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For all t, 0 < t < 1, for (u, x, y, y) E 2, (Z -f, h), is not zero; thus (Z -f, Zr)l 
is a homotopy of the pair 3, %. For t = 0, (Z-f, Zz)O is the product map 
z -m, x, Y, O), w4 0, y); 
that is, the first factor is independent of y, the second of (u, x, 7). 
We next insert j, into the following commutative diagram, the purpose of 
which is to separate the behavior of Z -f and h from each other (the degree 
of a product map is the product of the degrees of the factors): 
Hm+k(%, 8) -j4H,+k(Sm+k+“\{co}, Sm+k+n\&t+) 
I 
z x 
(I-f,h) * 
H,(Zx~,ZX@) 
@ Hk(Dk, Sk-‘) 
aoa 
I 
H,-,(ZX@j) 
@ H,- l(Sk-‘) 
I 
H,(Rm&O]) 
@H,(Rk,Rk\{O}) 
(I-fl,) *-(I-&) * 
@ho* 
The vertical isomorphisms are external homology products [3, 
Chap. VIII.21. Note that (Z-f, h) = (Z -f, h), is used in the upper right and 
(Z -f, Zr)O is used in the lower part of the diagram. We note that 
v -“cl,)* - v -.cl,>* 
is multiplication by 
ind(Z -f*,) - ind(Z -fA,) 
and that h,* is multiplication by deg(h, 1 {0} x S’-l). We hypothesized these 
were not zero. Thus the counterclockwise composition from the top left to 
the bottom right is not zero. Hence neither is the clockwise composition and 
thusj, is not zero. 
This proves the claim for X = Rm and finishes our argument. 
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